in which the impact of the onset of acute rheumatoid arthritis was described.
Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 3LD PHILIP KENT, MRCS, LRCP, general practitioner "If you really want a miracle," said my loyal friend, "you must try cyclophosphamide. The only miracles I've ever seen in rampant rheumatoid arthritis have followed its use."
But do I believe in miracles ? Why, yes, of course. Something happening for which there is no known or understood explanation is miraculous. I believe the miraculous is commonplace and everyday, provided we do not fall into the mistake of expecting every miracle to be as rapid and dramatic as a conjuring trick.
The blind is touched and sees. The paralysed man walks and the dead is suddenly alive again. All miracles. Speed miracles. But what of the pansy seed ? Just pick one up between finger and thumb. You cannot ? No, of course it's too small. But all we need to do with this tiny thing is give it the support and warmth of moist earth and presently we will be rewarded with a flower the texture of whose petals surpasses any fabric, whose colouring defies artistic imitation, and whose scent has never been trapped in a bottle, and the fading flower bears behind it the promise of eternal life locked in a seed pod. This to me is miraculous. We have not the remotest idea or understanding of the amazing potential spark of life carried in that tiny common seed. At the other end of the scale, the smaller we study so again the more we find. Again infinite, so that in some strange circular way the greatest and the smallest meet in the infinite. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end.
I believe that the profession is very, very gently showing a readiness to consider alternatives which it has hitherto totally shunned as these did not stand tests and investigations by disciplines and methods designed to give validity to scientifically evolved theories. I suggest that if the testing criterion be the wrong one then the alternative being tested is not being tested at all.
I know that I have received a miracle. Of its origin I may never be certain, but I have had seemingly endless time to ponder, so that fumbling as my conclusions may be, they may possibly enable others to re-evaluate their situations.
Hand of love I know that love has played a major part in my recovery. The steadfast love of my wife and family, the wonderful caring compassion of my friend who has treated me, the amazing support-so strong I call it love, for herein I have found lasting and valuable friendships-of those who cared and were concerned for me, especially two wonderful friends who laid their hands on me.
Where do all these things come from? I find that for me they have one inevitable source.
When I wrote some time ago and told of the distress and loneliness of this foul affliction I had not expected to receive letters from all over the world, nor to find my comments published so widely in so many languages. Now in this Year of the Disabled I write to encourage stricken people to seek their own slow miracles.
Twenty-two years ago a fearsome future confronted a close family friend who was a musician. The imminent terror of blindness and the need for operations on the eyes, followed by weeks of eye occlusion, confronted her.
I wrote the following which, with her permission, I reproduce. I offer it with humbleness and thanks for my own slow miracle: "And He smiled at me and said 'Grasp hold this hand for it is here beside you and will lead you through the darkness of the time ahead. Its warmth will warm you, and from its strength will flow your strength, and from its gentle power will come your courage, for this is the hand of love, though wounded it is unharmed and strong and waits your touch to guide you to the sunlight of the morning'." 
